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Vessel Enhancement and extraction in Angiography is still in developing state as many 
important problems still remain to be solved.  The computation procedure of  vessels in 
angiography is a very important due to limited computational resources. Computational 
procedure based on multi-scale has received considerable attention from scientists. Multi-
scale approaches perform enhancement based   on ima g e    resolutions and   structure sizes.    
Many   contributions have   been  made on  the problem of  vessel  enhancement  multiscale 
computing of  volume data  sets  but there has  never been  a head  to  head  evaluation 
of  these  approaches.  In  this  paper the  various multi-scale vessel enhancement approaches 
are  put in perspective through a head  to head  comparison of  algorithms of  the  existing 
research and  a generic  framework for linear  multiscale is presented.

1.  Introduction
Vessel Enhancement and extraction of  blood vessels is one of  the essential 
medica l  computing t o o l s  in clinical assessment of vascular d i s e a s e s .   Vascular  
diseases are  one of  the  major  source  of  deaths  all over the  world  and  therefore,  
developing  reliable  and  robust  vessel  extraction methods  has  been  a  priority   
by  many researchers. One of  the aims of  modern medical image processing is an 
automatic localization of  suspected regions in 3D images of  vasculature. This has 
various medical imaging applications including; surgical planning and  treatment, 
stenosis and aneurysm quan t i f i c a t i on , disease monitoring and remission, 
segmentation of  veins and arteries.

While many vessel enhancement techniques  and algorithms  have been developed, 
there is still  no  standard algorithm that  has  been  am blessed  fully and  it’s a 
developing  state.   This  is because  filtering  of  anatomical medical  images is not only 
a daunting data-dependent  task  [Sherbondy et  al.,  2003],but  also offer several  
unsolved  challenges  to  enhancement algorithms   like,  the  complicated   structures  
found  in these  images, lack  of  global  defining  morphological  characteristics, 
scanner  noise,artifacts,incomplete or weak separation between  voxels representing 
neighboring  tissue, peculiar shapes  of  vessels that twist and  turn  throughout 
the anatomy making  them  very  difficult  to  track  along the  crowded  cross-
sections  of  the volume, vessel density and  small diameter, dynamic range of  
intensities, scan- ning limitation, vessel contrast complexity, [Suri et al., 2002], 
[ Bullitt, 2002].
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Multiscale  vessel enhancement classification  is actually  a computation process. 
Multi-scale  approaches perform  segmentation task  on different  image  resolutions 
and the size of  the actual  structures. The importance of  analysing  images at many 
scales arises from the nature of  vessels themselves  and any analysis  procedure  that 
is applied  at  a single scale may  miss information at  other  scales,the  vessel under 
investigation may possess important features  at different scales and resolutions  
,the underlying  vessels may  have  multi-resolution features  or the  vessels could  
be at several different resolutions  as shown in Fig.1 using a desired criteria  like 
based on area or volume.  Multi-scale  offer a basis for evaluating robustness  and  
persistence across scales.  In this paper  the various multi-scale  enhancement 
techniques  are put in perspective  through a head to head comparison  of  the 
existing algorithms.

The remainder of  this article  is organised  as follows. Multi-scale  Approaches  
are discussed  in Section  2 inclusive is the  generic theory  and  framework  behind  
these approaches. Also a tabular summary  of  a head to head comparison  is 
presented in this section.  Section 3 gives the conclusions and future  work.

2.  Multi-scale Approaches

2.1 Linear Multi-scale approaches

There are a number  of  different types of  multiscale  approaches of  which Linear 
mul- tiscale scale filters are the most popular and studied in literature. They are 
generally based on scale space theory by [Witkin, 1983, Lindeberg, 1994 ].  Scale-
space representation generally involves generating  a parameter class of  derived 
signals in which the fine-scale information is sequentially  suppressed.  The structures 
at coarse scales in the  multi-scale  representation constitute simplifications  of  
corresponding structures at finer scales.  To ensure smoothing  transformations in 
multiscale  vessel analysis,  the use of  the convolution  product of  a Gaussian  kernel 
and its derivatives has  been  shown  to  be the  only way to  ensure  linearity,invariance 
under,  transla- tion,rotation,rescaling [Krissian  et al., 2000],[Lindeberg, 1994].This  
idea has been formalised  in a variety  of  ways by different  authors and  can be 
summarised  as in Fig.2.   In scale space theory, f o r  any N-dimensional s i g n a l ;  f : RN  →
R its scale space is represented by:
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is the Gaussian ke r ne l  which can be computed. For linear  space, the scale can 
be obtained using diffusion equation  solution. 

Given Initially

S(; t) = f   [1)

From Fig.2, Step 1:  Image Analytical d e s c r i p t o r :   The selection process of  
the image descriptor and its corresponding cross section is done.  In selecting these 
de- scriptors  invariance  properties  under certain  transformations like, rotations, 
rescal- ing and affine or perspective  deformations are taken  into consideration.

Step 2:  Scale Space determination:  This is an important step which involves 
selection process of  candidate pixels mostly dependent on the Hessian matrix.  
Mul- tiscale  response functions  are computed to determine whether  a pixel 
corresponds to different scales of  vessels.The  linear scale space is obtained from 
the convolution of  Gaussian  of  the vessels and its derivatives.

Step 3: Multiscale Local Integration/computation. In this step, the scale 
range, minimum scale,and the number of  scale levels are determined in most cases 
based on eigenvectors  of  Hessian Matrix.Filter responses tuned  to different image 
descriptor scales can be combined in order to recover image structures of  various 
sizes. Various methods of  integrating multi-scale responses can be applied like 
normalize the filter responses of  each scale and then select the maximum response 
among the multiple scales [Lindeberg, 1 9 9 4 ].This also enables rescaling.

Step 4:  Enhanced Volume.  This  step  is optional  and  visualization or skeleton 
contruction of  vessels.

Most of  the linear multiscale approaches in literature tend to follow that frame- 
work.  They deviate only at step 1 where the analytical computation is different.
The descriptor and cross section function determines, the approach robustness, 
efficiency or complexity.For instance,The work by [ Sato  et  al. 1997] considers  
vessel width with an elliptal cross section of  vessels.There  is discrimination of  line 
structures from other structures and recovering line structures of  various width.
Multi-scale local in- tegration is done by taking the maximum  among single-
scale filter responses,and its characteristics are examined  to derive criteria  for the 
selection of  parameters in the formulation. A similar approach by [ Frangi et al. 
1998] focuses on local structure and examines the local second order ellipsoid.  In 
other  words this method  is based on geometrical  interpretation of  eigenvalues of  
Hessian matrix. The only difference with [ Sato et al. 1997] is it uses all eigenvalues 
simultaneously. [ Lorenz et al. 1997] also present line structures method based on 
normalized first and second derivatives and on the eigenvector analysis of  the 
hessian matrix. He uses a Taylor expansion to the second order of  the image 
intensity. [Koller et al. 1995] propose a multiscale response for linear structures. 
The response function  uses eigenvectors  of  the Hes- sian matrix  of  the  image to 
define at  each point  an orientation orthogonal to the axis of  a potential vessel 
that goes through the point.
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Similarly,  [Descoteaux   et  al.,  2004],  [Poli,  1997],  [Shikata et  al.,  2004],  
have similar  image  descriptors but  only defer on analysis  of  Hessian  matrix.  
Another approach by [Krissian  et  al.,  2000] estimates  the  sensitivity of  
the  image  second order  derivates  according  to  elliptical  cross  section,  
curvature of  axis  or  partial volume effects in order  to detect  and  extract 
centreline  of  vessels of  different sizes based on scale.Importance is attached to 
the relationship between the radius  of  the structure and the scale it is detected  
at.  They also use a simple model of  cylindrical vessel with circular Gaussian cross-
section guide detection. The work by Manniesing et al. [2006) can be said to be an 
extension of  [Sato  et al., 1997], [Krissian  et al,2000], [Frangi et al., 1998] and 
[Koller  et al., 1995].  In this  approach to enhance vascular  structures within  
the framework  of  scale space theory  combines a smooth vessel filter  based  
on a geometrical  analysis  of  the  Hessians  eigensystem,  with  a non-linear  
anisotropic difusion  scheme.   The  amount and  orientation of  difusion depend  
on the  local vessel likeliness.The  scale space is generated by the  difusion 
equation   or  scheme  with  difusion  tensor  preserving  the  features  of  
interest.The tensor  is a  function  of  Hessian  matrix   with  direct  geometrical  
interpretation to measure  vesselness.

Another approach by [C.Toumoulin et al., 2001] is based on geometrical 
moments and a local cylindrical approximation. An estimation of  vessel and 
background intensity levels, position, orientation and diameter of  the vessels 
with adaptive control of  parameters, is provided during vessel tracking. [Bullitt 
2002] method extracts centerlines of  vessels using tubular object modeling.
Multiscale extraction of  vessel centerlines is done through dynamical scale ridge 
transversal and radii estimation. Dynamic  ridge scale transversal is achieved  
through uncoupling  width  estimation process  and  using  scales proportional 
to  vessel width.   While [Wink et al. 2004] proposes a method for determining 
the central axis of  vessels for close proximity or crossing of  vessels and varying 
vessel widths.  This method  is based on the mini- mum cost path  search of  a 
multiscale  vessel enhancement filter that propagates the wave front through the  
filter response  at  a range  of  scales instead  of  through the maximum  response 
of  the  filter, which provides  scale selection.  A vectorial  multi- scale feature  
image for wave front propagation between  two or more user defined points  
to retrieve  the central  axis of  tubular objects  is proposed.[M.Martinez et al. 
1999] present a method  to automatically segment retinal  blood vessels based 
upon multiscale  feature  extraction. This method  overcomes the problem  of  
variations in contrast inherent in these  images by using the  first and  second 
spatial  derivatives of  the intensity image that gives information about  vessel 
topology.  This approach also enables  the  detection  of  blood vessels of  
different widths,  lengths  and  orien- tations.  The  local maxima  over scales of  
the  magnitude of  the  gradient and  the maximum  principal  curvature of  the  
Hessian  tensor  are  used  in  a  multiple  pass region growing procedure.
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The idea of  morphologic  multiscale  can be summarised  by [Van et al. 1995] as 
first downscale  the  image by a factor  using an invertible  scaling,  then  apply  an 
image operator at a unit  scale, and finally resize the image to its original scale.  
It is then required  that the  resulting  one-parameter family of  image operators 
satisfies some semigroup  property.[Bangham et  al., 1995, 1996] have  done some 
useful work on non linear multiscale  morphology  filters.  In these approaches  
image decomposition in multiscale  is referred to as a sieve in n dimensions they 
highlight properties  that an enhanced image under non linear multiscale  should 
have;scale space causality,  lo- calization,  piecewise smoothing  and scale calibration 
and manipulation. The sieves can be obtained using the  conventional openings  
and  closing feature  of  morphol- ogy. In one-dimension  the zones created  by a 
sieve have a length  implying that the scale parameter can be used for the  precise 
measurement of  features.   For  a two- dimensional  image with regular  pixelation  
the  flat zones created  by the  sieve have a defined area and is referred to as an 
area decomposition. In three dimensions it is a decomposition  by volume.  [Meyer 
and  Maragos  1999] describes the  transforma- tions  properties  from a ner scale to 
a coarser  scale for multiscale  of  invariance  by translation, invariance  by rotation, 
invariance  under  a change of  illumination that have  to  be satisfied.   Similarly,  Works  
by [Summers  et  al. 1997] use multi-resolution  data  structure to extract vascular  
morphology  and  local own parameters from phase contrast magnetic  resonance 
angiograms.[Salembier, 1994], [Maragos,  1996], [Comer  and  Delp,  1999],  [Meyer,  
2004],  [Bosworth  and  Acton,  2003],  [Nacken, 1994], [Crespo and Serra, 1993], 
[Debayle and Pinoli, 2006], [Sun and Sang, 2008] follow the same principles and can 
be classified as non linear multiscale morphology based filters.  For more about  these 
approaches the reader should see the references and Table.I  .

Table I.    Summary of  Multi-Scale Approaches

Algorithm Model Span Features
Preserved

Computational 
Cost

User
Interaction

[Sato et  al.,  1997) Linear Local Edges slow N/A

[Krissian et  al.,  2000) Linear Local edges,junctions slow N/A

[Frangi et  al.,  1998) Linear Local edges fast yes
[Lorenz et  al.,  1997) Linear Local edges N/A N/A

[Koller et  al.,  1995) Linear Local junctions N/A no

[Descoteaux et  al.,  
2004) Linear Local edges N/A N/A

[Poli, 1997) Linear Local edges N/A N/A

[Shikata et  al.,  2004) Linear Local edges,junctions N/A N/A

[Manniesing et  al.,  
2006) Linear Local edges N/A no
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[C.Toumoulin et  al.,  
2001)
[Bullitt, 2002) [Wink 
et  al.,  2004)

Linear
Linear
Linear

Local
Local
Local

edges
nodules 
centreline

N/A

fast

N/A

N/A

[M.Martinez et  al.,  
1999) Linear Local centerline N/A N/A

[Bangham et  al.,  1995) Non  
linear Local edges,junctions fast no

[Meyer and  Maragos, 
1999)

Non  
Linear local centerlines N/A no

[Summers et  al.,  1997)
[Salembier, 1994) 
[Maragos, 1996)

Non  
Linear
Non  
Linear
Non  
Linear

Local
Local
Local

edges
edges,junctions 
edges,junctions

N/A

fast

no
yes yes

[Comer and  Delp,  
1999) [Meyer, 2004)
[Bosworth and  Acton, 
2003)

Non  
Linear
Non  
Linear
Non  
Linear

Local
Local
Local

edges
edges edges

N/A

N/A

no
no
N/A

[Nacken, 1994) Non  
Linear Local edges N/A N/A

[Crespo and  Serra, 
1993)

Non  
Linear Local edges N/A N/A

[Debayle and  Pinoli, 
2006)

Non  
Linear local edges N/A N/A

[Sun  and  Sang,  2008) Non  
Linear Global edges N/A N/A

3. Conclusions and Future Work
Multiscale  filters are considered  as a set of  sieves of  different grades  which allows 
details  of  certain  size to pass while rejecting  others.  Linear  multi  scale are mostly 
based  on Hessian matrix  of  intensity analysis  and  tend  to have so much  noise 
as- sociated  with  them  due to second order  partial derivatives estimation of  
intensity matrix  which leads to smoothing  of  data  sets at different scales resulting  
into high computational cost.These  filters also struggle  in classifying complex 
structures like junctions  and nodules.   On the other hand, non linear multi scale 
require less computational cost as compared  to linear  ones and  tend  to do 
better on complex structures. Shape based filters rather than  size based are now 
becoming prominent because  of  their  ability  to preserve  the  shape  of  objects  
without surpressing  junc- tions,edges,  nodule and  less computation cost.  Future 
work we intend  to focus on exploring  shape  filters  and  possibly  a combination 
of  both  size and  shape  based filters.
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Fig.  1.   Multi-scale filtering of  time-of-flight MRA:  [a) X -ray   rendering 
of  original volume; [b)filtered using desired criteria with 
threshold at λ = 1.0; [c) original filtered at λ = 2.0; [d) original 
filtered at λ = 4.0; [e) λ = 6.0; [f) λ = 9.0;

 [a)      [b) 

 [c)      [d) 

 [e)      [f )
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Fig.  2.    Generic framework for linear  multiscale vessel  extraction




